
||Hare Rama Krishna||  

 

Dear Ankita  

 

I know that much has been said about your kundli. However, since i 

opened your chart it is my duty to add my 2 cents worth. In my 

humble opinion, we keep suffering in our lives due to some past 

karma not knowing what that karma is. You have a curse of father in 

your chart (Su aspected by Sa and Ra by Graha Drishti). Tarunji, can 

you please elaborate...was I not good to my father in the past? That 

Su rules your 7th house and hence the suffering in your marriage. The 

remedy for that needs to be done for sure since that karma will 

continue to chase you till fullfilled. I would suggest being nice to your 

father and taking care of him for static remedy. My father loves me 

the most but I used to behave very foolishly with my father...my step 

mom would not like my father being close to me so I used to 

purposely misbehave with him just to make her happy..I was such an 

idiot. In the last 7-8 years I have come to realize how well my father 

has brought me up by instilling the right values. He is wealthy and he 

could have spoilt me a lot, but he always taught me the value of hard 

work and intellectual ability. I have improved my relationship with 

him a lot, but I will work harder on thisThe lord of the house is in the 

11th but the karaka is well placed in 9th with the 9th lord. So I would 

suggest worship Sri Vishnu with the mantra "Om Vishnave Namah". 

How many times? Sa is your lagna lord however is really badly placed 

in the 8th house with the evil 11th lord and maraka, i wonder why 

you are wearing a neelam. My mother-in-law made me wear it. Her 

knowledge of astrology is not very deep but she always asks everyone 



to wear gemstones . Diamond is great for you (9th lord strong and 

also vargottama).  

 

Now to timing. I dont use Vimsottari seeded from Moon in the cases 

where Moon is in 3rd, 8th or 11th cause as per my Guru it should be 

utpanna Vimshottari. So using that dasa your mother died in Ju-Sa. Sa 

as you know is involved in the curse and aspacts the debilitated moon 

in Navamsa along with Ma. The moon being debilitated in the 

navamsa shows the sufferings that you have undergone in your life 

with Mother figures. It is good at the starts and then turns pear 

shaped. (debilitated planets in Navamsa can have that effect). IS there 

any remedy for this? Women are closest to their mothers with whom 

they can share all their worries, but I've never had that. Since before 

my marriage I've tried to build a mother-daughter relationship with 

my mum-in-law, and it was good till I got married because she had 

limited authority over me. She will not change..what can I do? right 

now you are running Sa - Ve by this dasa, now ve is the lord of your UL 

so your marriage. as pointed out by Avam earlier, there is a 

papakartari on that venus causing bandhana. the 4th lord and 9th lord 

from the UL are causing the papakartari (mother and father in law). 

and i believe the situation would have worsoned July 2007 onwards. 

From July this year the pratyantar of Sa has started that sits in the 8th 

house, maraka to the 7th, forcing you to think on the lines of getting 

out of the marriage. Since Ve is the antardasa lord, he is also the 7th 

lord from Moon and placed in the 7th house, so you are feeling the 

bandhana of the papakartari at this time. The situation continues for 

a year from now. I can be patient if this is a passing phase, but what is 

the impact on my remaining life? Tarunji, please tell me the truth, if 



this is a lifelong problem I will have to reconcile myself instead of 

fighting it.  

 

Now lets come to the remedies.  

 

I would suggest that Neelam to be parted with in the first place. 

Worshipping deepa Laxmi or bagulamukhi will alliviate the ill-effects 

of that moon. I would tend to lean towards deepa-lakshmi since Ve is 

also your Ishta Devata planet. How shall I do this..by praying to their 

image kept in my temple and/or saying specific mantras? To come out 

of this parakartari effects of Sa and Su around your husband and your 

marriage, you will need to do krishna worship. 1. chant 21 times Sri 

Krishna Sharnam mamah.  there after 3 malas of Klim Krishna Klim. 3 

malas means 3 X 108 times?  this will help you immensly though these 

bandhanas are slow in breaking but will not let your marriage break. 

Thank you Tarunji. Does my husband's Mangal dosh need any 

remedies?  

 

Om Tat Sat  

 

Tarun 
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